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Introduction
There is growing interest in the potential of women’s groups to improve health. Large-scale government
programs, such as India’s National Health Mission and National Rural Livelihoods Mission, promote groupbased interventions to improve maternal and child health. The evidence base has also expanded considerably
in recent years, with a growing number of impact evaluations that examine the effects of group-based
interventions on health outcomes.
Unfortunately, recent evidence syntheses have also identified several weaknesses in evaluations (Anderson et
al., 2019; Gichuru et al., 2016; Kumar et al., 2018; Orton et al., 2016). Orton and colleagues’ review of
evaluations of microfinance-based groups found that 17 of 31 evaluations were of low quality, mostly due to
selection bias. A systematic review of 44 studies in India found that one in three experimental and quasiexperimental studies were at high risk of bias due to selection bias, failure to pre-specify primary outcomes,
and not accounting for missing data (Desai et al., 2020). Further, inconsistent measurement approaches and
insufficient descriptions of group models make evidence syntheses difficult, which limits learning across
contexts.
Public health researchers have provided guidance for intervention design, evaluation, and reporting, such as
the Medical Research Council guidance on developing and evaluating complex interventions, the CONSORT
guidelines for reporting on randomized control trials, and the TIDieR guidelines for describing interventions.
This document aims to complement these tools. We provide guidance and resources specific to evaluations of
the effect on health outcomes of interventions with women’s groups—with a focus on design and reporting.

Common evaluation challenges
Drawing from evidence syntheses and our experience in conducting evaluations, we identified four common
challenges to evaluating women’s group interventions to improve health (Box 1) (Prost et al., 2013; Kumar et
al., 2018; Gram et al., 2019; Desai et al., 2020). While two common approaches—using a theory of change
and conducting process evaluations—are not restricted to women’s group evaluations, this document
addresses their specific application to women’s groups. Addressing selection bias at the group and individual
levels and identifying the evaluation’s measurement scope are challenges faced in evaluating all group-based
interventions.
Box 1. Challenges in evaluating the effects of interventions with women’s groups on health outcomes
￭
￭
￭
￭

Identifying health outcomes aligned with a theory of change
Appropriate measurement scope—group or population-level outcomes
Addressing selection bias at the group and member level
Lack of intervention process monitoring and evaluation

This document aims to provide guidance and a collection of resources, structured in four parts:
1. Choosing health outcome measures
2. Identifying the appropriate scope of measurement
3. Minimising risk of bias
4. Process evaluation and reporting
We provide links to resources and examples from previous evaluations in boxes throughout the document, and
conclude with a checklist to guide future evaluations.
1
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1. Choosing a health outcome
Planners and evaluators typically initiate the evaluation design process by developing a theory of change. We
offer suggestions on how to incorporate factors specific to women’s groups at the evaluation design stage,
followed by three criteria to help choose health outcomes.

Building a theory of change
Readers will be familiar with existing resources that describe how to develop a theory of change and how to
adapt the principles to specific interventions (Davies, 2018; De Silva et al., 2014; White, 2009). Briefly, a theory
of change helps to identify and measure indicators in a hypothesized causal chain, from intervention to
outcome (Weiss, 1997; Davies, 2018). Theories of change are intended to be developed in collaboration
between implementers, researchers, and other stakeholders—and modified throughout the intervention and
evaluation process. They typically incorporate the intervention’s context, long-term benefits, the process of
change, and assumptions underlying each step, and use either existing evidence or a theoretical proposition to
links steps in the causal chain (Vogel, 2012; White, 2009; De Silva, 2014).
Resource Box 1: Theory of change
A theory-driven approach to the MRC guidance on complex interventions, De Silva et al., 2014
Representing a theory of change, Davies et al., 2018
Theory-based impact evaluation, White, 2009

A theory of change specific to women’s group interventions will incorporate assumptions and causal pathways
related to the type of women’s group and how the group addresses health. Women’s groups vary widely in
their organization, size, and implementation models. The theory of change should include assumptions related
to group features such as the organising purpose (e.g., microfinance, livelihoods, or collective action for
health), membership criteria, and meeting frequency.
There is considerable diversity in how interventions with women’s groups aim to improve health (Gram et al.,
2020). Approaches can include information dissemination to group members to address individual awareness
while using the group as a platform to reach more women. Others may aim to improve members’ skills and
capacity to act as a group, building individual resources as well as collective action. Interventions aimed at
community mobilisation seek to build capabilities through participatory methods to address direct and
underlying determinants of health. Identifying the intervention’s approach to working with groups can help
incorporate assumptions while building the theory of change.
We recommend evaluators draw from these resources on women’s groups to help identify assumptions related
to the type of group and its approach to health. Figures 1 and 2 provide examples of theories of change for two
different types of groups and intervention approaches.
Resource Box 2: Classifying women’s groups and their approach to health
A proposed typology and reporting checklist, Evidence Consortium on Women’s Groups, 2020
Classroom, club or collective? Three types of community-based group intervention and why they matter for health, Gram et al., 2020
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In this example, Daruwalla et al. (2019) developed a theory of change for an intervention that includes groups
as part of a broader community mobilisation strategy to address violence against women (Figure 1). The theory
includes a pathway for groups that builds collective agency and challenges social norms, while specifying that
groups are open to women, men and young people. The theory of change adheres to recent best practice
guidelines (Davies, 2018; De Silva, 2014) by explicitly showing (1) a ceiling of accountability separating
aspirational outcomes from those outcomes the program is responsible for, and (2) context and mechanism
assumptions behind each causal link.

Figure 1. Theory of change for a community mobilisation intervention to address violence against women
(Daruwalla et al., 2019)
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In Figure 2 below, Avula et al. (2017) developed a theory of change for an intervention with self-help group members and supply-side
convergence that aimed to improve women’s anthropometry and child dietary diversity. The theory of change draws from conceptual pathways
of how women’s groups improve nutrition in South Asia (Kumar et al., 2018) and specifies group-level features (i.e., twice-monthly group
meetings; livelihood activities identified through group microplanning) and the health intervention’s approach to increasing awareness amongst
group members.

Figure 2. Theory of change for self-help groups to improve nutrition outcomes in Bihar, India (Avula et al., 2017)
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Identifying health outcome measures
The choice of final health outcomes within a theory of change depends on the intervention design and goals.
Health outcomes evaluated in women’s group interventions span several domains—most commonly maternal
and newborn health, nutrition, sexual health, and mental health (Desai et al., 2020; Orton et al., 2016; Gugerty
et al., 2019). The choice of specific health outcome measures within these domains varies widely, however.
We suggest that evaluators consider three questions when identifying health outcomes and measures:
1. Do the chosen health outcomes have feasible mechanisms of change that align with the intervention theory
of change and existing evidence?
There is a large body of experimental evidence on women’s group interventions and health, with outcome
measures as diverse as contraceptive use, mental stress, and health expenditures. Many group-based
interventions are premised on mechanisms linked to group membership, such as individual agency, social
capital, or collective action. Some taxonomies of behaviour change methods explicitly map approaches that
can be used by groups and the wider community to change social support, social norms, environmental
conditions, and organisations (Kok, 2016). Linking assumptions regarding mechanisms to existing
evidence on groups can sharpen the choice of health outcome. We recommend that evaluators draw from
the evidence base on women’s groups beyond health, from evidence on mechanisms in groups, and from
the public health literature on a specific health outcome.
For example, an evaluation of the impact of microfinance groups on contraceptive use may hypothesise
that improved agency and household-level decision-making will facilitate women’s use of oral contraceptive
pills (Orton et al., 2016). Evaluations of microfinance groups in a similar setting on their economic and
empowerment outcomes can provide insight into the reasonably expected magnitude of effects on
women’s agency. Recent reviews of evidence of mechanisms can provide insight into the level of
confidence in a given mechanism (Gram et al., 2019; Diaz-Martin et al., 2020). Further, evidence from the
public health literature on effective interventions to improve contraceptive use can identify enablers and
barriers to demand-side interventions, such as financial mechanisms and family-level counselling, that may
influence effectiveness of the intervention with groups (Belaid et al., 2016).
Resource Box 3: Identifying mechanisms in group-based interventions
Evidence repository on research on women’s groups, Evidence Consortium on Women’s Groups
A mixed-methods systematic review of mechanisms, enablers, and barriers, Gram et al., 2019

2. Are the measures standard or validated?
Indicators chosen to measure a health outcome necessarily vary by context, team capacity, and evaluation
goals. However, it is important that measures of health outcomes draw on existing tools and guidelines to
support consistency. To illustrate, a systematic review of women’s groups in India included four evaluations
that measured intimate partner violence (Jejeebhoy et al., 2017; Holden et al., 2016; Prillaman, 2017;
Yaron et al., 2017). Each study utilised a different outcome and/or index to measure the frequency and
type of violence, which limits comparability and quantitative synthesis. Including validated measures of
violence against women, such as indicators used in the Demographic Health Surveys or WHO MultiCountry Study on Domestic Violence Against Women, can improve the quality of individual evaluations as
well as strengthen comparisons across interventions. We recommend that evaluators include standard
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outcome measures and use validated tools specific to the health domain, adapting to the context as
necessary.
3. Are the measures objectively verifiable and/or do they address social desirability bias?
Evaluations of interventions that aim to change behaviours typically collect data on a range of self-reported
outcomes, such as initiation of breastfeeding or condom use. Evaluators can consider the following options
to improve measurement:
￭

Inclusion of a “hard” health outcome that is objectively verifiable, such as anthropometry

￭

Measures to address social desirability bias in self-reported behavioural outcomes

￭

Choosing health outcomes aligned with “benchmark” measures from previously tested, successful
interventions in a similar setting

For example, an evaluation of a nutrition intervention with self-help groups in Bihar included measures of
self-reported dietary diversity and anthropometry (Raghunathan et al., 2020). Including anthropometric
measures enables stronger comparability of different interventions, such as group-based health programs,
cash transfers, and one-to-one counselling by frontline workers. It also provides planners with insights on the
theory of change, as improvements in self-reported behaviour do not necessarily translate into improved health
outcomes (Acharya et al., 2015; Raghunathan et al., 2020). In addition, particularly for outcomes that
necessarily rely on self-reporting, such as violence against women, measures of social desirability bias,
accompanying qualitative research, and triangulation with administrative data can improve measurement
validity.

2. Measurement scope—group or population?
Community interventions with women’s groups typically aim to improve health at a population level. Working
with groups may be an efficient way to reach more women, to promote inclusion of the most vulnerable, or to
support collective action. Some interventions may focus on group members and their families, while others aim
to improve health outcomes amongst the wider community. In a review of 44 evaluations in India, 27
experimental studies reported on population-level outcomes, 15 reported outcomes only among women members
or their households, and two studies reported outcomes for separate samples of members and non-members.
Evaluations that report population-level outcomes provide insights to policymakers on intervention coverage
and allow comparability to other public health interventions. Reporting on group members alone, without
estimates of overall group coverage and sustainability, prevents cost-effectiveness comparisons and
interpretation for policy. An exception to this would be if the intervention focuses on improving members’ health
alone, such as providing group members with access to health insurance or screening exams as part of group
activities.
The key difference between measuring outcomes at the population level and measuring them amongst
members is the logistics of the sampling approach—not necessarily the sample size. For example, an
evaluation of a health intervention with self-help groups to improve maternal and newborn outcomes may
choose to sample from group membership lists. However, if the theory of change indicates that a group-based
intervention will improve outcomes at a population level because (1) groups have wide population coverage
and/or (2) groups diffuse information to other community members or initiate community-wide collective action,
sampling from group lists will not allow evaluators to examine these effects. Sampling women through
population-based measures, such as household listing or cluster sampling proportionate to population size,
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would provide group-level and population-level effects and measures of diffusion. Furthermore, populationbased sampling lowers the risk of selection bias, which we discuss in the next section.
In either approach, the evaluation requires a certain number of women who recently had children to detect an
effect; the main difference is the underlying sampling frame. If there are only two mothers with young children
per self-help group, a larger number of groups will be required than selecting a sample from all eligible women
in the given village. In this case, group-level sampling could be more expensive. If groups have low population
coverage—and thus are not likely to impact population health—then evaluators may choose to draw a sample
from member listing. This approach, however, cannot reliably be used to compare effectiveness with
population health interventions or to examine equity. A third option is to sample members and non-members
separately, which could allow for estimates of diffusion but not population-level effects. Table 1 provides an
overview of advantages and limitations to population- and group-based sampling.
We recommend that evaluators use population-level sampling to allow for reporting of intervention coverage,
effects amongst group members, and effects at the population level.

Table 1. Population- versus member-focussed sampling

Advantages

Population-based sample

Group members only

￭ Comparable effect sizes and cost-effectiveness
to other public health interventions
￭ Estimates of actual intervention coverage
￭ Lower risk of selection bias
￭ Can estimate effects on group members

￭ Logistically easier to select respondents through group rosters, if
lists are available and updated
￭ Useful where there is low population coverage of groups
￭ Results focus on the direct population of interest (group
members)

and population

￭ Can examine equity
Limitations

￭ Requires population-level sampling rather than ￭ Cannot compare effects or costs to other public health
interventions
group membership lists
￭
May not have sufficient number of focus population in groups
￭ Logistically more challenging if the intervention’s
and thus require wider sampling
focus is group members
￭ Group dissolution and drop-outs increase risk of selection bias
￭ Cannot measure spillover effects among the community at large

3. Minimising risk of bias
Quality appraisals in two systematic reviews of the effect of women’s groups on health outcomes indicated that
at least one third of studies were at high risk of bias (Desai et al., 2020; Orton et al., 2016). The Cochrane
Collaboration has developed extensive guidance on addressing risk of bias in evaluations of health outcomes,
which we encourage researchers to use as a primary guide (Higgins et al., 2019; Sterne et al., 2016). This
section identifies four common sources of bias specific to evaluations of group-based interventions (Table 2).
Baseline confounding is a common risk in non-randomised studies that involve pre-existing groups. For
example, implementers may suggest allocation to an intervention area with well-functioning groups that can
absorb new interventions, while the control arm has groups of varying strength. However, differences in group
characteristics could lead to under- or overestimates of effects. If randomised allocation is not possible,
allocation arms should be matched on relevant factors, such as geographic characteristics and outcome of
interest (e.g., baseline levels of mortality or undernutrition), as well as group characteristics such as length of
functioning, group strength, and drop-out rate. While matching techniques are outside the scope of this
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document, we refer readers to the World Bank guide to Impact Evaluation in Practice for detailed
recommendations.

Table 2. Mitigating risk of bias in studies of group-based interventions
Source of bias
Baseline
confounding

Group-based interventions

Suggested measures to address bias

Allocation is not randomised and allocation arms ￭ Randomised allocation
(i.e., intervention or control arm) differ in
￭ Match allocation arms on group and other relevant characteristics
strength of groups or baseline levels of outcome
(e.g., strength of groups or outcome of interest)

Participant selection Selection of individuals in surviving groups into
the evaluation without accounting for group
dissolution

Missing data

￭ Follow up the same individuals or geographic clusters, whether or
not individuals stayed in a group or cluster complied with group
intervention
￭ Adjust for selection bias
￭ Sample members and non-members separately
￭ Population-based measurement (e.g., at cluster rather than
individual level)

Group dissolution and migration leads to missing ￭ Report missing data across arms
data on groups and/or participants selected at
￭ Factor attrition into sample size
baseline

Selection of reported Reporting on a wide range of health outcomes
results
due to lack of formative research, lack of an
evidence-based theory of change, or lack of
prioritization of a small number of outcomes for
a sample size/power calculation

￭ Pre-specify one or a small number of primary outcomes that the
evaluation is powered to detect changes in, and produce a
registered protocol and analysis plan
￭ Adjust for multiple hypothesis testing when there is more than one
primary outcome

Evaluations that select the sample population based on current group membership typically face risks of
selection bias at both the group and individual level. Group dissolution is common in large-scale programs,
such as India’s National Rural Livelihoods Mission (Kochar et al., 2020). If groups dissolve, the sample will only
be drawn from better functioning or newer groups. Similarly, if individuals drop out of a group due to poverty,
participants will represent a biased sample of women who are better off (Ahmad et al., 2020). Migration may
result in missing data and imbalanced attrition across allocation arms. Following the same individuals over
time, population-based measurement and attrition analysis are methods for addressing this source of bias.
Finally, selection of reported results is a common source of bias in studies without pre-specified primary
outcomes. Studies without pre-specified analysis plans may be at risk of selectively reporting or highlighting
positive outcomes or changes to health outcome measures during analysis. While not specific to interventions
with groups, this source of bias is common in interventions that aim to explore effects on a large number of
outcomes. Further, multiple hypothesis testing without appropriate statistical adjustment, while not a source of
bias per se, reduces the reliability of results (Sterne et al., 2016).
Resource Box 4: Risk of bias
Cochrane risk-of-bias tool (ROB-2) for randomized trials, Higgins et al., 2019
Cochrane tool for non-randomized studies of interventions, (ROBINS-1), Sterne et al., 2016
Within-study comparisons and risk of bias in international development, Villar & Waddington, 2019

In line with Cochrane’s guidance, we recommend that evaluators of group-based interventions publish study
protocols with pre-specified primary and secondary outcomes on registries listed in WHO's International
Clinical Trials Registry Platform (ICTRP), and append a data analysis plan.
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4. Process evaluation and intervention reporting
Evidence syntheses consistently note a lack of reporting on implementation processes and intermediate
outcomes, both of which contribute to limited knowledge of the mechanisms that explain effects of
interventions with women’s groups (Gram et al., 2020; Kumar et al., 2018). Process evaluations can help
unpack discrepancies between expected and observed results and identify how the intervention worked, the
influence of contextual factors, and the specific mechanisms triggered to achieve outcomes (Craig et al., 2008;
White, 2009). A process evaluation can ensure the collection of data along the implementation pathway,
allowing researchers both to test a theory of change and identify factors relevant to other interventions. For
example, having regular meetings is an assumption inherent in many group-based interventions, yet evidence
points to irregular meetings, group dissolution, and limited time for discussion on health as common barriers.
Moreover, process evaluations with robust qualitative or mixed-methods components can provide insights into
complex social constructs such as community capacity, as well as identify unintended or negative intervention
effects (White, 2009; Bonell et al., 2015).
The Medical Research Council guidance for process evaluation of complex interventions suggests
measurement and documentation of: implementation structures and processes; mechanisms of impact; and
context (Moore et al., 2015). It also provides guidance on the planning, design and conduct, analysis and
reporting of process evaluations. Box 2 below provides examples of how process evaluations supported
interpretation of impact evaluations as well as raised questions on assumptions and pointed to mechanisms.
Resource Box 5: Process evaluation
Process evaluations of complex interventions: Medical Research Council guidance , Moore et al., 2015
Process evaluations for cluster-randomized trials of complex interventions—proposed framework for design and reporting, Grant et al., 2013
Using participatory process evaluation to understand the dynamics of change in a nutrition education programme, Cornwall, 2014
Readers can consult the LSHTM Centre for Evaluation resource page on process evaluations for additional guidance and examples.

Finally, all evaluations require detailed reporting on interventions to understand impact and transferability.
Existing reporting guidelines on intervention processes, such as the TIDieR guidelines, encourage reporting of
intervention rationale, content, processes, fidelity, and dose, as well as modification during the course of
intervention (Hoffman et al., 2014). Borek et al. (2015), building on a framework for group-based behaviour
change developed by Hoddinott and colleagues (2010), propose a detailed checklist specifically for groupbased behaviour change interventions (Table 3). Factors such as the total number of sessions and length of
sessions are key to understanding implementation intensity of group interventions, as are facilitator
characteristics and style.
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Box 2. Examples of process evaluations
Explaining the impact of a women's group–led community mobilisation intervention on maternal and newborn health outcomes: the
Ekjut trial process evaluation
Rath et al. (2010) conducted a process evaluation of Ekjut’s participatory intervention with women’s groups, which resulted in large reductions
in neonatal mortality in rural Jharkhand and Odisha, India. The process evaluation aimed to (1) describe the intervention’s planned content
and delivery in practice, and the social context; (2) examine how and why the intervention affected group members and those who did not
attend group meetings; and (3) develop and test hypotheses about mechanisms that contributed to the intervention’s impact. Evaluators used
quantitative and qualitative data sources, including document review, program management data, group interviews, and observations. Data
were analysed using a thematic approach, involving both the implementation and evaluation team.
The findings included a description of the intervention context, such as the characteristics of different tribal groups, the geography and terrain,
local belief systems, and access to health services. They described the intervention process in detail, including facilitator characteristics, how
groups were formed, content and facilitation methods used in the participatory learning and action cycle meetings, and illustrative examples of
women’s responses to the intervention. In addition to description, the authors identified key enablers through reporting quantitative and
qualitative findings, along with illustrative examples. For example, they reported on the proportion of group participants who were men or
adolescents, involvement of community health workers, and population coverage of pregnant women and vulnerable groups. Local
acceptability and participatory approach to knowledge, skills and developing critical consciousness were explained with qualitative findings
and detailed examples. Finally, they reported challenges to the intervention, such as disruptions to group functioning, group dynamics, and
health-system barriers to improvements in care-seeking.
The JEEViKA multisectoral convergence pilot in Bihar: A process evaluation report
Avula et al. (2017) conducted a midline process evaluation of a health and nutrition intervention with pre-existing government self-help groups
in Bihar. The process evaluation was designed to examine the impact pathways identified in the theory of change (Figure 1 in this document).
They identified five broad domains that map to each impact pathway: implementation platforms, training and awareness of roles,
implementation processes, exposure of self-help group households to key messages, and exposure to the intervention. They identified a
series of research questions corresponding to each domain, such as functionality of platforms, factors that affect delivery, facilitators and
barriers to content delivery, intervention coverage, and barriers to adoption of new practices. The authors used quantitative and qualitative
data collection, including household surveys, structured interviews, and meeting observations.
The findings reported on the enabling environment for the intervention—particularly the government human resources and institutional
structures. They presented detailed findings of implementation processes for both intervention components (behaviour change and systemlevel convergence). Process findings included data on meeting frequency, women’s exposure to the health intervention, and length of
discussions on health. Qualitative interviews identified women’s lack of interest in maternal nutrition, as members who attended meetings had
already completed childbearing. This observation in turn contributed to identifying a mechanism or pre-condition for effective group
interventions with self-help groups: choosing issues relevant to group members. Findings on multisectoral convergence indicated poor
coordination between frontline health workers and community mobilizers. The midline process evaluation findings pointed to key areas in
which to improve implementation—specifically the length of time women spent on health and nutrition discussions and quality of delivery.
These findings also helped interpret results of the endline impact evaluation, which indicated improvements in reported childhood dietary
diversity but not anthropometry of mothers and children.
The above two points are related to the finding that health and nutrition knowledge among women in treatment areas was not markedly better
than women in the comparison areas. And indeed, there did not seem to be an improvement in health and nutrition knowledge over time
among women in the treatment areas as compared to those in the control areas. • Given that the health and nutrition BCC is a core
component of the intervention, considerable effort will need to be expended to improve its reach and quality in the treatment areas. Without
significant differences across treatment and control arms in the knowledge of CMs or of the households, it would be unreasonable to expect
differences in household practices or nutritional outcomes
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Table 3. Suggested checklist for reporting on group-based behaviour change and health interventions
Adapted from Borek et al., 2015.

Reporting elements

Description

1. Intervention source or
development methods

Describes the source (origin) and/or methods used for developing the intervention.

2. General setting

Reports the type of setting where the group sessions were delivered.

3. Venue characteristics

Describes the setup or configuration of the room (or other venue) where the group meetings took place.

4. Total number of group
meetings

The total number of group meetings in the program is reported, or it is possible for this to be calculated.

5. Length of group meetings

Reports the length of group meetings (average and/or range).

6. Frequency of group
meetings

Reports the frequency of group meetings (i.e., how often they met).

7. Duration of the
intervention

Reports the duration of the intervention (i.e., over what period of time group meetings were held).

8. Change mechanisms or
theories of change

Describes how the intervention was intended to work by identifying change mechanisms or underpinning theories
of behaviour change.

9. Change techniques

Describes the techniques used in group sessions to prompt change. These may be derived from the mechanisms
or theories of change, and may use established taxonomies of behaviour change.

10. Meeting content

Describes the content of the meetings in terms of themes or topics covered (i.e., what the sessions were about).

11. Sequencing of meetings

Indicates whether there is a logical (sequential) progression of meeting content or, alternatively, that the content
of all meetings is the same (i.e., a repetitive, or “rolling,” program, with no particular start or end point).

12. Participants’ materials

Reports what materials or tools the participants used during and outside the group meetings.

13. Activities during the
meetings

Describes what the participants and the facilitators did during group meetings (i.e., what happened during the
meetings—for example, information sharing, discussion, voting). This may be summarized using established
taxonomies of behaviour change.

14. Methods for checking
fidelity of delivery

Reports methods used to check the fidelity of intervention delivery (i.e., methods used to check if the meetings
proceeded as designed).

15. Group composition

Provides information on the composition of the groups in the intervention (i.e., who the participants in the groups
were, or whether there were any differences in the participants’ characteristics between groups).

16. Methods for group
allocation

Describes methods used to allocate participants to different groups.

17. Continuity of participants’
group membership

Indicates whether there was continuity in participants’ membership in a group throughout the program or if
participants could switch between different groups.

18. Group size

Reports the number of participants per group (average and/or range).

19. Number of facilitators

Reports the number of facilitators conducting meetings (i.e., how many facilitators conducted each of the
meetings).

20. Continuity of facilitators’
group assignment

Indicates whether there was continuity in facilitator’s assignment to a group throughout the intervention (i.e., if the
same or different facilitators delivered the sessions to each group of participants).

21. Facilitators’ professional
background

Reports facilitators’ professional background, status as a non-professional, or relevant qualifications.
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Reporting elements

Description

22. Facilitators’ personal
characteristics

Reports relevant personal characteristics of the facilitators (i.e., who they were in terms of age, gender, ethnic or
cultural background, education level, socioeconomic status).

23. Facilitators’ training in
intervention delivery

Reports what training in delivering the intervention the facilitators were provided with.

24. Facilitators’ training in
group facilitation

Reports what training in group facilitation methods the facilitators were provided with (i.e., how to work with and
facilitate groups).

25. Facilitators’ materials

Reports whether the facilitators were provided with materials and/or written instructions to be used to guide
delivery of the meetings.

Conclusion
There is increasing interest in understanding the health effects of interventions with women’s groups, as
evidenced by the sheer number of evaluations conducted in the past 10 years. Improving the quality and
comparability of evaluations will strengthen our understanding of what works, why, where, and for whom. We
conclude with a checklist that summarises key recommendations, based on our learning from experimental
and quasi-experimental impact evaluations and process evaluations. We welcome continued feedback to add
to and adapt this resource document. As interventions are increasingly implemented at scale, utilising
evaluation approaches that include population-level data and administrative sources will improve how evidence
is generated and used by policymakers.

Box 3: Recommendations to improve evaluations of interventions with women's groups on health outcomes
￭ Theory of change incorporates group type and health intervention approach with groups
￭ Choose health outcome measures that are:
– Validated or standardised
– Objectively verifiable or address social desirability bias
– Benchmarked to interventions in a similar setting
￭ Ensure the sampling frame (group members or population) is aligned with the intervention scope, assumptions, and goals for evidence use
￭ Address potential sources of bias
– Register protocol and data analysis plan
￭ Process evaluation and reporting
– Mixed-methods process evaluation
– Track and report group-specific intervention processes
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